Orientational ordering and dynamics of the hydrate and exchangeable hydrogen atoms in crystalline crambin.
Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance studies of crambin crystals grown from deuterated solvent (2H2O/CH3CH2O2H or H2O/C2H3CH2OH) are reported. The extent to which the hydrate and exchangeable hydrogen atoms are dynamically disordered are then determined from the size of the residual deuterium quadrupole couplings, qcc. Rapid molecular reorientation (tau c-1 greater than 10(5) s-1) reduces the magnitude of the quadrupole coupling from its static value (216 kHz for solid water). We find that the room temperature spectrum of crambin is dominated by two features: a sharp line with very small residual quadrupolar coupling less than 3 kHz, and a broad pattern with a quadrupolar coupling in the range 185 to 195 kHz. The former is indicative of very nearly isotropically reorienting deuterons, whereas the latter is somewhat narrower than that observed for the amide deuterons of poly-gamma-benzyl-L-glutamate and thus indicative of deuterons that are almost but not completely stationary. By considering the nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum intensities along with the amino acid sequence, X-ray structure and the manner in which quadrupole couplings are reduced by dynamics, we conclude that the nuclear magnetic resonance signal from most of the water molecules of hydration are contained in the sharp line, i.e. reorient nearly isotropically in the crystalline protein. Unlike bulk water, which freezes abruptly in the manner of a phase transition, the water of hydration in crambin has a broad freezing range from 180 to 250K, as evidenced by the decreasing intensity of the sharp line that disappears at 180K. At temperatures between 150 and 200K, a typical hydrate molecule reorients at a rate comparable to the quadrupole coupling, 10(4) s-1 to 10(5) s-1, a process that occurs in hexagonal ice in the range of 240 to 270K. At 140K, the hydrate is stationary, tau c-1 less than 10(3) s-1. Studies of the protein crystallized from solvent deuterated only at the non-exchangeable methyl group of ethanol confirm that ethanol is in the lattice and show that this solvate behaves in much the same way as the hydrate. The refined X-ray structure has identified four ethanol solvate molecules. The deuterium spectrum at room temperature has a well-defined residual pattern with qcc = 2.2 kHz, i.e. a small-order parameter consistent with nearly isotropically reorienting molecules. The spectrum width broadens substantially only at temperatures below 200K and achieves the characteristic spectrum of a rotating methyl group with stationary C-C axis at 140K.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)